INTRODUCTION
As already described in the abstract, almost all of the professional and domestic sectors of present society have become computer dependent. By its general definition, as computer is seen as an electronic machine which takes raw data as Input, makes necessary processing on it, save or produces the resultant information in the desired formats. In its initial era, computer was present in the form of several devices like monitor, keyboard, mouse, a central cabinet, separate UPS, etc. But, with the advent of modern computing, the size and shapes of a computer has changed drastically. Now, small computers or computer similar electronic devices are present in our day to day life like Set Top Boxes, Cell Phones, Notebooks, etc. But, being so much different from each other, all these devices still have some major similarities. All of them take input, process information and produce output. All of them interact with humans or other devices to produce desired results. And most important of all, they need Hardware and Software as their major building components.
Hardware is out of the scope of this paper. We will concentrate on Software part here. Software is something which makes a machine turn into computer. It doesn't matter how many devices or how much configuration you have in your machine. No machine of modern era can run without Software. Software is an interface through which a human being interacts with a computer. Without software, working with electronics machine will make computer field equivalent to basic Mechanical or Electronics Engineering. Software is that crucial part of a computer system, which cannot be touched, smelt or felt, but still cannot be ignored. Only the virtual output provided on a screen or physical movements output by some mechanical device can be seen.
Understanding its importance, a large number of crowd is involved in a crucial task of modern computing, The Software Development. Software Development, in itself, is vast subject of research. A lot of software vendors are present in the market that does R & D work and provides necessary software tools to the society. In general, there are two types of Vendors:
Vendors who develop Proprietary Software.
-Vendors who provide Open Source Software.
LITERATURE SURVEY
After collecting information from internet and user experiences, following survey was concluded regarding both types of technologies: 
Proprietary Software
The term proprietary is derived from the Latin word proprietas meaning property [2] . Proprietary Software is computer software licensed under the exclusive legal rights of the copyright holder. Proprietary software is developed by a person or firm who has rights of using existing or developing new tools to create new software. A proprietary software developer sells or provides his creation under some concrete conditions which should be followed in order to avoid any legal issues. In general, these concrete conditions involves usage using software with a purchased license, within the permitted boundaries, no modification allowed, no further redistributions and no reverse engineering to applied [1] . The main identity of proprietary software is that its source code is always kept secret form outside world. Thus, the internal structure of proprietary software is not exposed. The restrictions on proprietary software are generally imposed through a document called EULA (End-user license agreements) to which users are supposed to agree before using the software [2]. It works just like a contract of usage conditions between the user and vendor. If a user is found indulged in activities leading to the breaking of copyright conditions, the selling authority has the right to impose legal actions against the misusing personal.
Based on availability and usability, various kinds of proprietary software are:
It is provided to be used without any monetary charges. However, severe restrictions of its use, modification and redistribution are still imposed and Source code is not provided. It can be passed on to anyone free of cost.
[2]
Shareware: It is generally that version of software which is limited in terms of functionality. Users can download it from internet, uses it with restrictions and then decide to pay for its full version. These can be shared among other people.
Trialware: It is generally that version of software which is limited in terms of duration of use. User gets the full version of software which can be limited to the usage number of days or usage number of times. After paying and getting registered, the user will get unrestricted access to usage and updates of that software.
Public Domain Software: The copyright holder donates it to the public. Thus, it is no longer copyrighted and restricted and thus moves towards Open source.
Open Source Software
As the name suggests, source code of such software is exposed. Open source is a methodology or approach towards the design and development of software with the intention of giving the user access to source code. 
PROPOSED DISCUSSION
Before choosing any technology domain, we should know how the technology performs among various critical factors.
In this paper, we try to elaborate the discussion which will help in making the right choice. In this discussion we will consider the leading brands: LINUX & Microsoft WINDOWS as main competitors.
Availability:
The proprietary softwares (PS) are available at most computer accessories outlet. Any consumer can visit a shop dealing with computer accessories and purchase a license and CD of the product. Such softwares are available as packages according to different levels of consumer needs with reasonable rates. On the other hand, Open Source Softwares (OSS)are freely available over internet and may be downloaded and used without any license restrictions. Both have different advantages under this factor. Free availability of OSS provides flexibility to consumer whereas, PS provides reliability. The packed product provides satisfaction while, download links may be fake or hacked. But, some OSS products provide a different medium of availability. For example, user can fill a form and order free copy of Linux (Ubuntu) at residence without any postage charges. But, not all products are available in a similar way.
Transparency:
The source code of OSS is freely available along with the product. Any person can read, modify, build and distribute a modified version of original product. Thus, it gives a transparent look at the core structure of the product. On the other hand, PS does not provide an open look to the internal structure. Only user interfaces are provided to work with it. User cannot know the internal processing and other details.
Reliability:
In connection with the previous factors, since OSS are available on a large number of unverified websites and even most of these distributions may be modified by any technologically sound user, all the distributions are reliable in terms of security, robustness, performance. The reason is that is a user adds/modifies some component; it may works good individually, but, may clash with other components and ultimately degrade the product. At contrast, a PS is developed by specialized teams at vendor's end only. Only finished products are provided at outlets. Since there is no unauthenticated modification, the outcome is always reliable.
Security:
This factors works in collaboration with previous ones. OSS is supposed to be secure, for example LINUX. But, a crucial argument is always ignored in this factor. LINUX operating system, considered to be the best OS product, is widely used on server end. Server systems are very critical and delicate. Each and every information bit needs to be highly secured. Thus, companies handling Server machines, rely on branded OS products only. Downloaded or openly modified OS products are not used. Thus, picture becomes similar to PS systems where the product is purchased from branded company only, for example Windows from Microsoft in this case. So, truly OS systems do not some into real picture. Also, products purchased from branded company will not be hacked easily. Vulnerable systems are those downloaded from unauthenticated sources. Original OSS is secured by company directly. Also, since PS is not widely used by normal computers, either security breaches are not detected, or they are not present. This is because, server administration organization purchases original product, which do not have loopholes. General purpose users do not work on LINUX much due to less friendly environment or lack of knowledge. That's why, neither much viruses are created, nor hackers bother about it since the probability of getting hacked information is very less due to less number of users. So, when OSS products will increase in use, security threat will increase wit high rates.
User-friendly:
OSS is less user friendly as compared to PS products. PS provides more user interface components in an easy-to-use fashion. Again, this factor depends upon discussion made in security. PS like Windows, is widely used by end-users thus, more stress is laid on interface rather than processing power. On the other hand, OSS is used mainly on servers where userinterface attractiveness doesn't matter. 
Maintenance & Support:
In PS, there is brand vendor who provides a product. So, it is always easy to find them for getting support. Also, the purchasing cost of PS products includes maintenance/support charges. While, in case of OSS, the products are downloaded from internet which were developed by a community of developers who are not employees. It is hard to get the problems solved from open developers. Although there are companies who promise to provide support for the product, but they impart heavy charges for the same. While, PS vendors provide support almost free of cost since it was promised during the purchase.
Cost:
The PS are paid products. Consumer need to pay and purchase the product for use. On the other hand, an OSS are available free of cost. User can directly download and use the product with limited or no conditions depending upon the distribution licensing. But, if user needs some help and support, he needs to pay for it. Thus, OSS are not purely free since, maintenance & support charges are required to be paid which makes it expensive than PS.
CONCLUSION
PS and OSS have advantages & disadvantages depending upon the application features they provide. PS have a long lasting stand in the computing era. They are also very secure and user-friendly. These systems have been serving a wide range of society for decades. OSS, on the other hand, is a new and emerging idea for many decades. Regular user markets have not been convinced by the ideas of OSS systems. From a general user point of view, a PS product is found still more reliable and effective as compared to the OSS. On contrast, OSS products are far more reliable and effective for critical networking and other applications due to their robustness and efficient performance. OSS still has a long way to go in order to become a regular demand of a daily user. After taking this discussion into account, user may get an idea about what type of software system should be selected for what purpose and OSS developers may get some idea about the improvements required to make a strong hold in the software market in future.
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